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(SO SAID THE PARTICLE PHYSICIST)
Kerryn Valeontis

there was
momentum before
darkness extruded
light onto the face
of the void

flat, we said lock him
away then suddenly
bulged
without her own
light she orbited
another’s

we saw earth rise
from the moon-dust
midway through
9 000 000 000 000
rotations

slowing as the
expanding reaches
for the
incomprehensible

your restless creator
halfway to nothing –
so said the particle
physicist (with the
mona-lisa smile)
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she burns as she
warms; our ancestor

CRUMBLING
Peter Cartwright
for Francis Webb

A rock upon which I break
a leaf upon which I slip
a moment a month a millennia
a lightning strike that lasts forever
frying my mind’s secrets
that catch burn blaze
and light my daytime nights
with a black shibboleth
that cannot be shifted
*

I am the broken down house
with the abandoned garden,
cracked steps and mouldy walls
I have the unyielding darkness
*

I have the feeble hands
that shake in the night
and tremble in the day
as they reach out
under the velvet sparkling sky
to find no face to welcome
no smile to warm
no hand to touch
no place to be
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LOVE DECONSTRUCTED
Frances Gia Phung An
The smell of fried chips and espresso saturates the café in
Building 1. Snooker balls sound like sparks as they bang back
and forth. I sit at a table beside the tinted glass wall, scanning
the sea of heads for Matthew, my tutor for 20th Century
British Literature. Three Asian boys swagger past with gym
bags hitting their thighs.
I slip my sandals off so I can sit cross-legged on the chair.
I take out an A5 exercise book and Bic pen, only to rest my
elbows on the book and continue surveying the cafe. On one
table, a group of Chinese students in short skirts and dyed
hair chirp in Mandarin. I know they are international students
because Asian-Australians like me are local enough to know
that Bankstown is not worth dressing up for. On my right,
two old women squawk about white male chauvinism. I
imagine Matthew sitting opposite me, discussing De Man’s
Blindness and Insight, or Derrida’s insights about Otherness.
Out of all my subjects, I take longest to pack up for 20th
Century British Literature as I wait for the rest of the class to
trickle out before I feel I can talk to him properly. His regular
speaking voice is a soft whisper, reciting lines of BarretBrowning for comparison with romance in contemporary
literature.
I struggle to encode the Roman numerals in the oakframed clock hanging on the wall. X… II—that’s 12. VI… 6—
no, 12:30PM. Quarter is 15 minutes. I reposition my chin in
palm, tilting my head to observe my surroundings while
trying not to appear too anxious. Is his work dragging out?
Has he forgotten our arrangement? Does my early arrival
look desperate? Is he watching my agitated movements from
afar until 1PM when he will appear out of nowhere?
I pull out my father’s Nokia phone which I’ve borrowed
for the day. 1:01PM. Oh lordy! Matthew is late. He has
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probably forgotten about me while making out with a fellow
staff member in a laboratory testing cubicle beside his office.
I may as well take the M90 home and eat chocolate cake for
lunch. I push the lid back onto my pen. The embroidered face
on my pencil case smiles: you cannot leave now, it says. That
would be rude.
I roll the top left corner of my page back and forth,
trying to relieve my shaking fingers. My foot retains a latticed
imprint from the chair which divides my skin into Cadbury
chocolate. I stare past the window and across to the other
side of the building. The automatic doors open, revealing
orange walls and leather sofas which contrast with the
building’s grey outer walls. I watch the people come and go,
talking of boyfriends, of fancy clothes. A girl in a hijab squeals
about makeup she bought online. I wonder how often she
needs to buy makeup since her face is baked with powder,
‘so worth the wait.’ She coughs out syllables as if she is about
to spit after each one.
I cup one hand over my ear to shut her voice out. A
hollow churning fills that ear as if I am holding a shell over it.
I imagine that these echoes are from the ocean. In the other
ear, the people and pop music blaring in the cafeteria are on
the shore. The people are gathered into cliques under
umbrellas or making out in tents. Meanwhile, I walk along
the shoreline, one foot in front of another. There is nothing
fun about waiting, only the sadness of being forgotten and
seeing others who had not been.
I think of the last class I had with Matthew. I told him
that I was happy he let me talk to him ‘as a friend.’ He bit his
lower lip before saying, ‘I… I want to say more to you. But—
you know. You’re my student.’ The strokes of his side part
lead my eyes to his amber irises.
Why do I love Matthew? Because he is handsome, sweet
and intelligent. But what if his handsomeness reflects vanity?
Or his gentle gestures merely tools he adopts for interactions
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with women? Or is his intelligence merely a reflection of my
stupidity? As the minute hand slides around, I pop off the lid
on my pen and try to write a to-do list for today. My writing
strays from the horizontal lines across the page, blending
letters into squiggles as it progresses. I imagine the sickleshaped gleam along his side part, the grey smattering on his
chin, his puppyish smile.
I do not love Matthew. I hate myself.
If he does not come by 1:30PM, I will leave—I can send
him a polite email asking to see him another time.

DERRIDA’S WAVE
Kayote
A sonnet in Iam(not sure)bic pentameter Postmodernism
(Derrida's wave)
Dear Dad, you said, Don’t give up your day job
I heard, Do what I did, live as I live
A hot rage boiled my tears, made my throat throb
I sobbed as this was all I had to give.
I ran from your truth, hard as I'm part you
And fell in to a whirlpool of chaos
Though now I find work has carried me through
My heart, not given up, is the day boss.
And all the times I'd try to take you down
Derrida's wave, when I refused to drown
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ONCE-FISH
Kate Brown
With his bare hands,
Grandfather Tom once caught a fish
He slit its belly, ladled its guts, pinned it in the sun,
leaving ants to strip the carcass
back to a sea shell –
A brown slither of once-fish
with leathered sides and hollow eyes
perched in our dining room
Was it Tom's knife
that traced the pink outline
from sternum to stale clitoris,
piercing skin like scales,
forcing
a valley and a void?
Chest open, creatures like men
trailed in and out,
feeding on festering rot
With unsheathing dexterity
I felt your knife, long
after it was drawn
from the back of another woman
You carved a hole and emptied all
Like a book torn of pages –
A barren once-fish.
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FIRST DAY BACK
Norm Fairbairn
Windy Monday
a dark malaise
a husband teetering,
let one of us
be strong at least.
I have this woollen
bunny rug,
one of many,
an army of unopened gifts
and a meaningless hairline scar.
Windy Monday
an unplanned return
grief rolling forward
slower than molasses,
a marriage teetering.
First day back
of awkward embrace
and silence,
the one bar strip heater warmth
of unspoken good intentions.
Windy Monday
the world still turning
I check the news
for both birth and death notices
on the same page.
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fayroze: self portrait
Font is poems written by the artist. The image is a
self portrait sketch with a ASCII Art styled
calligraphic typewriter font face.
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IT'S SPRING BACK HOME
Loredana Tudor-Tomescu
I rang you last night to tell you
a spring breeze was blowing inside my heart
it’s autumn down here, did you know?
(anomalies often display
leadership impulses: they took over)
I could hear Spring
stumping loudly
about the backyard,
and I could almost feel
the wax-cherry trees blossoming
and there were glimpses of Dad (ever more bent on himself –
a human walking stick)
under the branches,
smoking the frozen air,
chasing the evil spirits.
I called you with
not-so-good news –
the phone is a strange device, quite remarkable:
through it, I can feel how my news
is piercing your insides
like a corkscrew drilling into a cork …
I called you to chase away
the evil spirit of sadness,
and anger
that ploughs deep furrows
on the saintly face of these moments
of fasting and humbleness ...
I rang you in need
and, obviously, out of selfishness
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knowing that you already have
cured the meat (look, I can see your thigh bleeding!)
for the wondrous bird
that will come
and take me back to the light
When did we ever ask
and you didn’t give?!?
When?!?

THE RAINBOW’S DAWN
Claire Haiek
In the park there are two women and four children. I watch
them through the early morning fog, steam slowly rising from
the mothers’ coffee cups, leather-gloved hands waving
around animatedly as they fall deeper into conversation.
I play a game inside my head, trying to guess which child
belongs to which woman. I’m mostly right too. Years of
watching make you somewhat of an expert.
I never speak to them. I can’t. All I can do is wait.
ʻSTOPPPP!ʼ a boy screams as he snatches the climbing
rope from another boy with matching dark eyes and long
eyelashes. They shove each other while the mothers keep
nattering away. The boysʼ bickering fades into the
background and I turn my focus to the grey sky. I look to the
east, willing the sun to wake up and shower us with her
warmth.
I notice another figure approaching in the distance. It
pauses, continues, then pauses again. The tentative approach
draws me in. I put my hand up to shield my eyes as the first
shards of sunshine pierce the sky above Parramatta Stadium.
Light washes over the woman. She enters the
playground and sits down in the middle of a see-saw, the
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rotting timber creaking under her load. Her baggy clothes
make her look plump, but the bones at her wrists give her
away.
Her slender frame hunches forward as she looks down,
intently studying something in the palm of her hand. The
woman’s feet swing a little as she shifts to steady the plank.
It settles with the occasional quiver, like an empty rocking
chair that is nudged.
There’s something about her. Maybe it’s the long,
auburn hair, unwashed and oily. Or maybe it’s the chipped
nail polish hugging the lower half of her chewed nails. I
wonder if this is the mother I almost met once before.
Soon the sun is fully exposed and the playground is
coming to life. I stand still on the dewy grass as she sits with
one hand to her stomach, embraced by the steady rumble of
children playing around her. My feet feel warm despite the
cool, wet grass under them. I watch the woman, her head
still bent over the object in her hand, and a rainbow emerges
in the sky above us. It’s as if my world is revolving around her
and she is the axis, anchoring everything to her orbit.
Her eyes slowly lift, resting on a little girl with stiff
auburn plaits. The toddler rubs a chubby hand over her
muddied pink pants then swipes at the dribble on her chin,
leaving a smear of dirt across her face. She jumps over
imaginary hurdles, squealing with glee then stops. As if
sensing an audience, the girl runs back to the two women
who are now preoccupied with their mobile phones.
The woman on the see-saw stares after the little girl, her
eyes crinkling at the corners. Those creases fade almost as
fast as they appeared, and she lowers her head again. With a
barely audible sigh, she releases the breath she has been
holding inside.
I shuffle closer to see the object of her focus. I lean right
over her shoulder without casting a shadow. It’s a small,
square glossy picture. Through the various shades of black
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and grey, I can make out a white shape of a baby. The
woman’s finger circles the image. Tears roll down her cheeks.
Her shoulders hitch, and as she takes a deep breath, the seesaw threatens to tip.
Instinctively I reach out and grab the plank. It halts
beneath my touch and I'm fixed in place. My hand feels a
tingly warmth I've never experienced before. It moves up
into my chest to meet the rhythmic pounding that started
when I touched the wood. The sensation is alien to me and I
wonder if itʼs a sign that she's ready again. That we're ready
again.
The woman turns her head to speak but she still can't
see me. Her eyes dart around and her brow furrows in
confusion, searching for what saved her from falling.
ʻYou won’t tip, I’ve got you,ʼ I whisper, only to myself as
I continue to steady the see-saw.
The woman looks down at the image in her hand and
nods, ʻI know.ʼ She wipes her tear-stained cheek and brings
her hand to rest on her slightly rounded stomach.

DANGER – LINK BOX
C. A. Broadribb
You touch the red wire. Electricity zings along your arm,
through your body and right down to the soles of your feet.
Your hand jerks and the wire pulls loose from its socket. You
stare in fascination as the rest of the wires merge into one
another, creating a vibrantly coloured, pulsating mass that
grows before your eyes.
Feeling light-headed, you try to pull away. To your
shock, your arm stretches further and further like elastic until
your hand suddenly snaps back to your side. You look
around. The street looks similar to how it did a minute ago,
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yet feels subtly different. A woman in a red patterned dress
and black boots walking towards you seems to be growing
and shrinking, growing and shrinking with every step.
Sometimes her feet leave the ground and she floats in the
air.
You cautiously step away, onto the road, only to jump
back as a van appears from nowhere and nearly hits you.
It abruptly disappears as if into an invisible rent in the air.
Now the whole street is deserted – no cars, no people. You
step forward again and somehow cross the road in one
stride, then float up into the air, higher and higher, past the
tops of buildings.
‘It’s the link box,’ a strange, hollow voice says. You look
around, but can’t see anyone. ‘Someone pulled the link
wire.’
Suddenly, people are all around you, floating and
walking in the air. Women, men, children and babies. All of
them are pointing at you and talking excitedly. ‘The link!’
‘You broke the link!’
‘What link?’ you ask, but the words leave your mouth as
a stream of bubbles instead of sound, and disappear into
vapour.
People rush around, leaving trails of colour from their
clothes, and sounds intermingle: shouting, barking dogs, cars
honking, trucks reversing. The cacophony becomes louder
and louder. You try to run, but can’t move. Debris flies
around you: branches, chunks of footpath, litter.
‘Restore the link,’ a young girl says urgently.
You grab a branch and try to attach it to a tree, but the
trunk shatters into a myriad of pieces. You snatch at a bird
flying past, and it turns into water in your hands.
‘Not like that,’ the girl says.
‘How, then?’ you ask, but can hardly even hear yourself.
‘The laws include classical physics – classical mechanics
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– and atomic physics – quantum mechanics,’ says a dull, dry
voice. You’re not sure where the speaker is.
‘Newton’s theories can be summarised as inertia,
motion and reaction,’ says a parrot flying past.
‘Conservation of energy is a consequence of the shift
symmetry of time,’ adds a poodle.
‘What’s going on?’ you cry, and this time the words
leave your mouth as letters floating in a string.
‘Don’t worry about all that, just find the symmetry,’ a
baby in a pram says.
‘Symmetry, sym me tree, symi tree …’ people all chant
at once.
Trees sprout up all around you, filled with small brown
monkeys. They scamper along branches and leap from one
tree to another, staring at you inquisitively.
‘Symi-tree. Find the symi-tree,’ they chatter in funny,
high-pitched voices.
‘Consider momentum: p=mv,’ someone says.
‘Latent heat: Q=mL,’ someone else adds.
‘Ideal gas law: PV=nRT,’ the parrot squawks.
It’s becoming more and more bewildering, and the trees
are now so dense that you can’t see anyone or anything
besides the monkeys. It’s all too much, and you feel like
screaming. Then you notice a message scratched into the
bark of a Gum tree: ‘Realise … real lies … real eyes.’
You close your eyes and concentrate, trying to ignore
the monkey chatter and the leaves brushing against your
face. Everything people said was irrelevant. It’s not physics
theorems you need to think about, it’s the broken link. What
happened originally? You were holding the red wire, your
hand jerked, and it came loose. What do you need to do?
Push it back in again.
You visualise reaching out, picking up the wire, and
pushing it back into the socket firmly. With a jolt, everything
becomes still and quiet. You can’t feel anything. Then sounds
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gradually return, but they’re normal this time: cars passing
by, birds chirping, an occasional person talking. You
cautiously open your eyes. The trees and monkeys are gone.
You’re back on the footpath, facing the grey metal box on the
wall. You close it, shakily.
The woman in the dress and boots is walking past you.
‘Don’t touch the link box,’ you say.
She looks at you oddly, and hurries away.

PRETENDING: A HERO’S QUEST
LE Armbruster
Prologue: It’s exhausting this writering thing. This face down
in the mud suffocating thing. This part literary muse and part
laugher out louder at Judd Apatow movies and Bored Panda
memes split personality disorder. People falling down are
funny. I wish I just didn’t want to do this anymore. The world
wants photos of fruit that look like humans and baby in a
watermelon photo fails. Not this big effort typy typalot thing
that sits like a buffering imageless captionless kitten pic on
my desktop. I want to put down this fat bag with a nice big
satisfying “thud!” and get on with other stuff. I don’t want
this writery thing anymore.
Chapter 1 - A Cake Lady: I wish that I could just be like a cake
decorator woman. They make Minions cakes with little sugar
eyes and sell them using Facebook as some kind of online
atm. They get closure. They have clients and cash flow and
their product is both edible and delicious and funny to look
at and makes people happy on their fifth birthday. I wanna
be her.
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Chapter 2 - Yesterday’s Hero: I wish I was a balding Italian on
a team of dudes who stretch on blue and white socks to
swear at each other and kick around a partially inflated
World Cup 1998 soccer ball in a local sports ground. He
smiles lots. He rambles on about old man ankle sprains with
beer guts melting like wax over the top of elasticized shorts
yelling and pointing and saying things like ‘what the fuck was
that!?’I wanna be him.
Chapter 3 - Crossing the Abyss: Maybe I could be one of
those MAC makeup buying, Louis Vuitton loving thirty
something stay at home mums whose lives make sense
because they own thirteen Pandora charms and a Chanel
lipstick in fire engine red for special occasions and date
nights. I wanna buy a Nutribullet and a new kind of steam
mop from late night TV and have my nails shellacked in matte
black Gelish every Saturday morning by the same Vietnamese
girl talking on her fluffy bunny phone in a skin tight T-shirt
with “New York” in silver letters. I would buy my new rosegold toilet brush holder from Casula K-Mart at 11.43 pm and
never use it. I wanna be those guys.
Chapter 4 - (insert catchy title here): I’ll be a millennial who
think “Girls” is about them, but openly criticize how fat Lena
Dunham looks in sex scenes and avoid gender dichotomies by
insisting on a gender neutral pronoun be used by the guy
admiring my fake tits. I’ll drive two hours on a Sunday
morning to brunch in a fake farmyard organic market in a
backstreet in Surry Hills because I like to pay forty dollars for
a poached rattlesnake egg and gluten free toast that tastes
like a wet tampon and wear ironic 90’s sandals and Fila
jumper I bought online from ASOS. I want a pinterest account
with all the variations of aviator sunglasses that suit my
heart-shaped face. But fuck it man, at least I’d be happy.
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Chapter 5 - Climax (cont’d): I wanna be “A Paleo” and do
more Japanese yoga and compare my Lorna Jane sweatpants
with Krisy and Kirste and Kyla as we sip turmeric lattes at
GoodLife in Lane Cove after holding a plank pose for two
minutes in 38 degrees – personal best ya’ll.
I wanna breed Frenoodleugs or exotic Budgies and live
on an acre just west of Newcastle where I can finally get out
of the Sydney rat race and focus on my real passion for
knitting designer blankets with comically huge needles and
wool the size of my forearm.
I wanna make youtube videos about how feminism is
stupid or how to apply contouring brown power stuff with
twenty various vibrator shaped sponges because I am
worried I don’t look emaciated enough.
I wanna be a member of a cool church with electric keytars and ironic trance music so I can feel God in the laser
show.
I wanna be a fanatical Royal Easter Show blue ribbon
winning cross stitcher.
A competition barbecue guy with a secret rub recipe
that’s gonna make me rich someday.
An Irish Dancing judge.
One of those old guys on the board of directors at
Smithfield RSL named Ron or Bill or Terry.
I wanna collect limited edition Star Wars memorabilia.
I wanna be a rainbow unicorn.
Epilogue
I just
don’t wanna be
The Writer
anymore.
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PERSPECTIVES
Abdullah Noman
The round table between us
Our fingers flicking through our phones
An existence of complex reflections in digital code
I steal glimpses of you
as you steal glimpses of the future
Your eyes gaze upon the quiet sunrise behind me
A horizon of hanging fog and impassable rocks
You watch this ritual prayer
unfold the dawn upon the darkness
Sketch marks of brightness through a halo
that sets your face alight in spots
mine still hidden in the shadows
We sip on our ginger brewed tea
The sweet touch of dissolving honey
that holds on to the sour flakes
like remembrance
of a journey to come
A home that awaits
the convergence of opposites
We could switch perspectives
Revolve around the table
But you need to face the sun
I am just content to see it dance on your face
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THE SIGN READS WARNING
Lindy Courtney
The sign reads warning
for this is a poem about bitterness
a cautious narrow track with dangerous waves
so don’t turn your back on the sea.
You see
I’ve returned to poetry.
I’ve abandoned the novel
so lightly, rightly named Abandon but
not until the end. And where is the proof?
There’s one in the cupboard, the secret cupboard,
which hides the bandaged journal and
now the novel. There’s another
sitting in a guest room behind the futon,
wanton, on an angle, binding dissolving
on a dusty shelf, forgotten, it could silently
stew in its juices. But I stole it.
It was my fire to steal and no eagle’s
going to eat my liver. It wasn’t
stolen from the gods just from Mum.
Where are the others you ask?
One caught a plane to Darwin.
I’ve lost the traveller and the book. So
I’ll never know. One was posted to Ballina.
I’ll never hear from it again. The other
sits in a black bookshelf in Kings Cross.
I visited it one day in January and between
blue linen sheets and sauvignon blanc
I planned to snitch it but I didn’t. I bled instead.
A tiny spot I washed and washed, until
there was only a hint of rust and in the washing
I forgot. Am I bitter?
You bet I am but just today. You see
20

I drank a schooner of bitterness
maybe even a slab, back in the nineties and guess what?
I’ve had it a few times since and
I just don’t like the taste.

OTHER IRREVERSIBLE COMBUSTIONS
An Augury from the Chthulcene

Morgana Ladrina
“It matters what stories tell stories.
It matters what thoughts think thoughts.
It matters what worlds world worlds.”
1

Donna Haraway Greetings Terrans

2

I am a thought-form, a poetic onto-semantic soundwave
created by a diffraction pattern deep in the mines. To appear
familiar to you, I will call myself Ereshkigal3, Lady of Shadows,
Queen of the Deep Below. I have been honoured as the
keeper of the Dead since the times of the ancient ones. You
may have forgotten my story because of your love to comfort
yourselves with lullabies that help you sleep. But my story
might startle you awake, have you stirring in your beds as I
bring an augury from the “chthonic ones – the not-yetfinished, ongoing, abyssal and dismal ones, that are
generative and destructive and make Gaia look like a junior
kindergarten daughter.” 4
Scientists call me by so many names – compost,
substrata, core. Freudians call me the death-drive, Jungians
1

Donna Haraway
Octavia Butler
3
Hymns from Tel El Amarna as translated in Wolderstein
4
Donna Haraway
2
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the Shadow. Christians, Jews and Muslims alike call me
hellfire. Gains call me Mother; others call me Death as I give
your bodies over to worms to digest and devour. I am neither
and I am ether – a colourless volatile liquid, highly
flammable. Sweet-smelling, yet destructive. I am known by so
many names. I am the Place of Truth.5 I am old. Very old.
When I volunteered for this job I learnt that Terrans and
deities alike fear and loathe the Underworld. This space of
corpus-eating beetles and maggots ingesting rotting brains. In
fact, so loathsome did decomposition become, most Terrans
forgot that they walk around with a complex compost system
right in the centre of their guts. Intestines twisting and
turning just like worm-holes, just like mines, teeming with
bacteria eating your insides. Becoming you and in a little way,
you becoming them. But symbiogenesis6 was not so palatable
to you, so you invented stories of vampires and witches that
sucked your blood and stole your babies from their beds. In
such a state of terror were you that now you writhe in agony
– your irritable bowels and your bulimic nausea unable to
give you relief from the unsettling paradox that pharmakon
is both cure and injury.7 Things will never be the same again.
Perhaps this is why you drill and burrow tunnels of
ghostly hollows. Dark places where you send disposable
workers to extract pure carbon formed from ancestral
swamps. It is no wonder to us that carbon is one of the most
highly combustible matters ...in/on... earth. Some of you
think the mines ugly, a sore spot on a landscape you have
re-membered as only lush, green and life-giving. Now, a
violence. But these shadows and these caves the birth canal,
the uterine passageways for my kind once thinly veiled – now
amongst you. The foldings and unfoldings, this labia of the

5

Assyrian Church of the East Death Rite
Donna Haraway
7
Elizabeth Wilson drawing on Derrida
6
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mines, now a reminder of your irreversibilities – your
irreversible acts and your own compostable temporalities.
Let me tell you a queer love story of spontaneous
combustion – that is, coal igniting itself. Like all love stories
the moment coal becomes hot and intra acts8 with oxygen
irrevocable change takes place. Carbon dioxide is created
from this heated exchange and that's where things become
exciting. If there is enough air, coal will burn, creating heat
and light – a chemiluminescent postcard from Carboniferous9
love acts 280 million years old.
When coal burns you call it a pollutant as nowhere in
your Aboveground world do you value what you do not
understand. You drilled and you mined this black matter that
has now over-heated your world. Do you forget your galaxy
was born from Dark Matter? The greatest combustion known
to Man10 and now the really big bang! What to do? The
stories you long discarded have come back to haunt you. Too
much desire for carbon that now desires you, yet still you fear
and loathe what you do not understand. You build more
machines and gather more experts to write elegies of the
end.
This is irreversible:
forests that won't regenerate, homes that will not be
rebuilt, Aboriginal languages lost from lips,
foetuses discarded in industrial bins in alleyways,
women's love acts that refuse a name11
We are a love story you and I. We are old, very old.

8

Karen Barad
Kathryn Yusoff
10
Val Plumwood
11
Gayatri Gopinath
9
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MARS HILL CAFÉ
Belinda Curby
It was my place of inspiration
My writing haven
It was where my heart fell in love
With the art of poetry
Where live music married me
And local artists painted sweet master-pieces in my mind
Sitting for hours creating, words poured out of me
Dancing on my page
My birth as a new poet
Two years since they closed
People look at its skeletal remains
Lights switched out, windows empty
Its epitaph Mars Hill Café
Etched in a sign like granite
Standing like a grave stone
Cars still line the streets like coffins
And people unconsciously form a procession
Embraced in a sombre silence
I reminisce about the old times
But to me it still lives on
When I close my eyes
Shapes like ghosts form in the empty window
And the café fills once more
Works of art come to life on the walls
Music seeps through the front door
The smell of coffee and cake wafts through
I hear the chatter of people
The laughter, it echoes
And I imagine myself once again reading my poetry
Holding the microphone tightly in my hand
The room fills with warmth
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Emotions like fire rage
within me
I try not to extinguish any
words
Blindly delivering with a
smile
Watched on by friends
The audience inspires me
As words dance from my
lips
I open my eyes, the room is
empty
A huge tear on my cheek
Photo: Last Days of MHC – Sue Chamoun

WITHIN DREAMS
Andrew Scobie
When I was a child I collected clocks. There were at least a
dozen of them in my room, alarm clocks made in different
nations: Germany, Belgium, Japan, to name but a few.
Knowing it would be rather stupid of me to have them all
working at the same time, I rotated them every week or
month, with one clock working in full view and the rest
carefully stowed away in a chest of drawers. At night in the
dark, I remember one of my favourites, the German clock,
would tick away as I attempted to fall asleep, the small green
numerals illuminated. Its tick at first remained constant with
the same steady beat but with time it seemed to become
slightly distorted, and as the minutes and hours slowly
passed by it took on a frighteningly insane clank that struck in
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my head and filled my mind with troubled thoughts.
I am sure these actions actually happened. Even with
the natural fallacy of memory that comes to us with
retrospection, the recollections remain clear in my mind. I
am not as sure of the true reality of other memories. The
movies of my dreams provide their own soundtrack and they
remind me of when I was a young man. Just as a clock
measures artificial time, my life has ticked away in defined
moments, some remembered with pleasure, others wilfully
forgotten.
One day she was there, a young woman, slightly older
than me. She was somewhat alternative by nature, though
could never be classified as “a hippy”. The details of how and
where we met remain sketchy; mostly I focus on the time we
spent together.
She wore thick fluffy jumpers, generally dark green or
brown, with jeans or slacks but never skirts. Her hair was
short and dark brown and her face round and pale. I think
her eyes were also brown, though I’m not completely sure – I
shall paint them brown in my mind and brown they will stay.
She had a slightly deep tone to her voice like a singer or an
actor; never an “actress”, as she would have insisted that
everyone, men and women alike, is an “actor”.
She would pick me up in her light green VW Beetle and
drive me to her little ramshackle one-bedroom house in
coastal bushland. Then we would swim naked in the surf on a
secluded beach; then we would make love in her softcushioned four-poster; then we would eat salads and breads
with baked chicken or beef from her wood-fire stove.
Saturday nights we would drive to a country hotel or
club, drink excessively and drive home drunk. I would fire up
the woodstove and we would munch on baked party pies and
miniature sausage rolls before collapsing asleep in the bed.
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In the morning we would again make love. Sunday was her
favourite time for love-making. Both our breaths tainted
by cheap wine and beer, we would kiss and I would bury my
face in her large soft bosoms before we joined together and I
felt her warmth. Later we would lie in bed, the bright yellow
sun through the thin white curtains flicking across our eyes.
As we lay there together, reality and imagination appeared to
combine and in our gentle embraces a wild and confusing
world was briefly tamed.
Sunday afternoons she would drive me home to town.
The week was always filled with joy to know the weekend
would soon return. But then, unexpectedly, she rang.
She had never rung before.
She said, ‘It’s over,’ and, ‘that’s it.’
I questioned, ‘Why?’ and she said something along the
lines of nothing lasts forever.
Life for me changed. I became bored, listless. I felt like
turning up at her house and begging her to take me back,
though I didn’t do that. It didn’t seem right and, in any case, I
heard that she had started going out with someone else, a
man I didn’t know. I missed her company; her body, just the
way she was.
Soon after, I left home, left the town, went to university
and completed a degree. I finished up in the city and lived my
life, but even though it has been decades since I knew her, I
still miss that girl today. Sometimes it seems as if it was all a
recurring dream and she was never there at all. I question
her existence. She could have simply been a figment of my
imagination who came to me in my deepest sleep to wipe
away youthful troubles. She and everything around her: the
VW Beetle, the ramshackle beach house, the surf, the
woodstove, even her green and brown jumper, may never
have existed, were never truly real, except in my sleep,
within dreams.
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GLAM
Robert Dunn
With your platforms and big hair
You were always larger than life
But I hadn’t expected such growth
Horizontally
Now three in one – daughter, wife and mother
Absorbing almost an entire row in the waiting room
Back in black
I sheepishly tack onto the end
Debating which arm should take the needle
And wondering why you aren’t ignoring me
Remember in the seventies
When I was a little brighter and you were a little narrower
When we were living next door to Alice?
You both practiced the bump and I would get in the way
Staying alive between two teenage behinds
Old enough to sense some sort of wuthering height
But too young to know
And that day on the cha-cha
When I got compacted left and right and left again
I learnt to breathe much shallower then
Maybe that’s why I never filled out
Come January
You were sick and tired and took it out on me
I sponged the Corolla while you glittered in the midday sun
Like one of Charlie’s angels washed up on the front lawn
With your short, tight bikini and long tall glasses
I didn’t care for the small change or my burnt and blistered
nose
Such was the price of admission
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Because summer love is like no other love
You were soon jumping into Steve’s Escort RS
Apparently it was too far to walk on your own
But I swear I only tagged along to play Asteroids at the Astro
Lanes
And I promise I looked away when ...
Well, I couldn’t see everything from the back seat
My desert boots and safari suits
Were no match for your shiny hot pants and sequins
Now here you are, yesterday’s hero
And me, nearly an old fox on the run
You might say ‘welcome to my nightmare,’ ‘bye, bye baby’
But no, help is on its way
I walk right in and sit right down
And ten years from now
When the makeup is running down your face
And the Botox is barely holding your cheeks in place
When it’s time to fill your veins
With lifesaving cells matched to your immune system only
You will find
I am not some unclaimed spawn of the postman, the
milkman
Or even Mr Juicy
I am
Wholly, irreversibly and unconditionally
Your brother
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I NEVER KNEW
Alison Miller
‘You’re the daughter I never had.’
It’s said almost as an aside
to the aide holding the door
as we leave the Home.
I don’t think she knows
how much it meant
to hear those words
from my mother-in-law.
‘I only had two sons.’
I nod to her summation.
Then, ‘you’re the daughter
I never had …’
We glide out of the shade.
She: frail and ninety,
me: pushing her chair
together into the sun.
I know too much.
(For mum)
She wilts
in the summer heat
like a drooping rose –
worn out.
Dad’s love fills the air,
‘We manage one day at a time.’
‘She’s my only love.
I don’t think of
the future without her.’
But, alone,
I do.
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ABUSED WOMAN
ADORNED WITH ANGER
–(AW/WAWA) Kathryn
Yuen
‘Statistics reveal that in 3
out of 4 cases of intimate
partner abuse and/or
domestic violence, the
perpetrators are male,
and the victims/survivors
are female. My artwork
explores a consequence
of that brutality:
isolation, the desire for
revenge and resulting
overzealous selfprotection.’

THE WRITER:
Linda Marsden
‘Getting into the
writer’s head,
his or her motives
and goals.’
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LIGHT IN THE DARK: Sarah Armstrong
‘The painting shows a white swan gliding on the dark water. The
swan represents light shining in the darkness. Sometimes our life
can feel dark and lonely. We all need a little bit of light in our lives.’
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THERE WE WILL SIT UPON THE ROCKS: Robert Frost
‘Science fiction has always been an escape for me; a way to step back and deal
with the issues of the world …. I’m learning to see the demons in my mind
differently, less as monsters and more as interesting creatures that I don’t
quite understand yet. I’m rediscovering beauty in scary places.’
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SATH-SATH by Anamika: ‘Madhubani painting – a powerful form of modern
life, husband and wife co-operating in every field. Based on my memory of rural
India, where husband is picking coconut and wife waits with his lunch.’
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LESSONS FROM UP ABOVE
Akshay Chougaonkar
Brown and grey; they are
Unapologetic
And boastful.
They march on in hordes
Unifying into one force,
Mighty and ferocious.
Blue and crimson –
They are retreating
And fearful.
As the battle unfolds,
They deplete and fade
Floating amid battle cries.
Above, the heavens weep,
Oh! They plead
For harmony, for peace,
For a path to tread
For the man beneath.
The next morning serene,
Taking heed
The boisterous clouds gleam.
A dewy path greets
The man beneath.
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WRINKLED FULL MOONS
First in series of mini plays

Grace Funk
A darkened stage, dim spotlight slowly brightening to two
figures: PEARL, the voluptuous one and FLO, the thin one, sitting
on a bench, a bottle of red wine between them, both butt naked
with their backs to the audience. Their trolley of worldly
possessions parked at their knees.

PEARL: (Crocheting) Arrrrhhh what’dya reckon, hey Flo?
FLO: (Strumming a ukulele) Arrrhhh What’dya reckon what,
Pearl?
PEARL: What’da world’s comin’ to.
FLO: Arrrhhh who cares, Pearlie. Who bloody cares, eh?
PEARL: Do ya’fing anyone cares about us? (Takes the bottle
and downs a big gulp)

As if by nature, they both get up, baring their butts to the
audience, as they search the trolley for ...

PEARL: Arrrhhh here it is …
FLO: What?
PEARL: The full moon
FLO: Where? (Looking up at the darkened sky)
FLO: I don’t see it.
PEARL: (Points to the audience) They did! 2 full wrinkled up
moons!!
Pearl chucks a loud belly laugh. Flo turns to Pearl, perplexed.

PEARL: Ohh, Flo, sit your skinny little arse down!
Pearl and Flo sit back down, one after the other. Flo picks up the
bottle of red, gulps down a mouthful, hands it to Pearl, then picks
up her ukulele, starts strumming, and sings:

FLO: Who am I?
Pearl gulps a mouthful too, puts the bottle down and joins Flo in
harmony:

PEARL and FLO: Who am I?
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Am I the eyes that see with these eyes?
Am I the thoughts that think with this mind?
Am I the heart and soul of who I am?
Who am I? WHO AM I? Why am I? What am I doing here?
The singing softens and lights slowly dim.

Who am I?
The stage darkens.

SEEING RED
Danielle Catherine
How did I find myself here: behind the wheel in a terrifying
dash from Ryde to Parramatta, with two Italian grandparents
in the back and an antipasti platter in the front passenger
seat? First, I’ll fill you in on the main characters.
The antipasti platter: Succulent slices of mortadella,
salami and ham, interspersed with anchovy-filled olives and
baby bocconcini. The car ride has thrown my arrangement all
askew, despite covering the platter with copious amounts of
cling wrap and strapping it in with a seatbelt. A uniquely
Italian predicament.
Nonna: She is wearing socks with sandals, causing her to
walk with a hobble she wouldn’t ordinarily have. Dad is
bound to be annoyed: Why doesn’t she wear the $200
orthopaedic shoes we bought her for Christmas?
Nonno: I’m waiting for his usual joke. Like clockwork, he
delivers. ‘Your car is red. Are you communist?’
And, we’re off: me, Nonna, Nonno and the antipasti. It’s
like The Italian Job but with a higher salt content. I reverse
out of the driveway, turning my head to double-check that
they’re comfortable.
‘Have you fastened your seatbelts?’
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‘Si,’ says Nonna.
‘Are you communist?’ says Nonno.
Nonna catapults across the back seat to slap her
husband. ‘You already say that a hundred time.’
I try to change the subject. ‘Did you walk the dog this
morning, Nonno?’
‘No, I no walk the dog. The dog walk me.’
Why did I think his answer would be joke-free? My goal
is to give them a pleasant ride. So I find myself braking before
every speed bump, gliding around each corner like a bird in
flight, changing the station to Smooth FM.
But it was never going to be a pleasant ride.
Beep. Beep. Beep.
What is that noise? I examine everything on the
dashboard: fuel gauge, temperature, warning lights.
Everything seems normal. What is happening? It’s a new car;
there shouldn’t be a mechanical issue. I stop at the traffic
lights without a problem, so the brakes seem to be working.
My heart starts pounding. I have to stay in control here.
But how can I, when the lives of two Italian grandparents and
a meat tray are now in jeopardy? I glance at the antipasti
platter, an insulting, passive witness to my predicament.
What a great help you are, bocconcini. Just keep
wobbling why don’t you? Free from all the anxiety and
accountability that comes with being human.
I breathe in, and slowly breathe out. Is that smoke
coming from the exhaust? I turn my head to check. No
smoke, but I think I’ve found the answer.
‘Nonna, put your seatbelt on!’
She’s holding the seatbelt loosely across her stomach,
trying to fool everyone. I gesture the action of putting on a
seatbelt and hope that she imitates me. She understands and
tries to find the insert.
‘You’re using the wrong one,’ I shout. ‘That’s for the
middle seatbelt. Use the one next to you.’
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But still, it doesn’t work. I yearn for the heavenly noise
that I’ve previously taken for granted: the sound of metal
meeting metal, a seatbelt clicking into place. But all I can
hear is my car beeping.
The lights turn green. I have to keep driving.
‘Your car is red. Are you communist?’
‘Nonno, not now.’
I swerve into a motel carpark, like something out of The
Fast and the Furious. This is probably the most entertaining
thing that has ever happened to The Comfort Inn at West
Ryde. Motel guests stand and watch as a young woman leaps
out of her car, runs over to the side door, and leans over an
old Italian lady, shouting, ‘Don’t take your seatbelt off again.’
One can only hope that the breakfast buffet at The Comfort
Inn serves poached eggs instead of scrambled tomorrow, to
sustain their excitement levels.
The rest of the trip is a lot smoother. Nonno taps me on
the shoulder and tries to give me a $100 note. Where does
he even get these from?
‘Nonno, you don’t have to pay me. I’m not a taxi driver.’
As we pass Ermington shops, the traffic comes to a
standstill. There has been a car crash. Ambulances and fire
engines are sprawled across Victoria Road. I see a blanket
with something under it, and turn away.
That could have been us. I look back at my
grandparents, all strapped in and safe. They may be
unconventional (case in point: Nonna is actually wearing two
pairs of socks with her sandals). But this car trip has taught
me that idiosyncrasy is a blessing, family is everything, and
even the darkest situation has a bright side.
Nonno points to the accident. ‘You know why that car
crash? Because he communist.’
The car that crashed was blue.
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THE HOUSE OF YOUSSEF
Yumna Kassab
There’s a hole where their house used to be. Two weeks back
a bulldozer came in and levelled the house. They’ve been
digging ever since. The other day when it rained, the hole
filled up and they couldn’t touch the ground for days. Even
now there’s a puddle as deep as your knee.
The son was the first to go. His uncle says he went
interstate for work. His aunt says it was a girl. Either way, a
telegraph pole killed him. It even made the news. The police
say it was drugs and speed. ‘We urge motorists to slow down
these holidays.’
They buried him there. His uncle says he told everyone
the boy should have been buried here. His mother didn’t
make the funeral. They kept her knocked out in the hospital.
After that it was the daughter. I heard she went to clubs.
There were men and bad friends and the drink. She was
found in a country town raving like a crazy. They say she did
not know her own name.
I’m pretty sure for the father it was a heart attack.
Healthy one day, gone the next. Five hours they tried to get
him to hold onto life but sometimes you have to let them go.
That’s what the mother said.
The mother... she wasn’t long after he went. One person
says the pills got her, another, the sadness, I say she had a
bad heart. Like that the four of them buried within a month.
The house, some say it was unlucky. You hear stories;
they make you not want to live there. It is good they knocked
it down and took out the foundation too. It is a hole now but
soon they will make it flat and put in concrete and then it will
be something new.
Yumna Kassab’s ZW16 winning piece, Unit 101, is republished in
Award Winning Australian Writing www.melbournebooks.com.au
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FRIDAY
fayroze
So, it’s Friday today. It’s a day without shadows. The sky
crowded with clouds. The light is glare ridden. The sun is
high. The corner shop is shut for the hour of devotion.
A young man dressed only in a white thaub is checking
his letterbox at the front of the red brick walk-up flat he has
just left. Clean pressed brilliant lightning white thaub. He
lowers his gaze further today as I am not there, respect for
the hour, the day. We will never greet. This is the code here,
especially on Friday.
The moment before I was fixated on the footpath.
Reflecting upon how I now live in one of the soaring
apartments pushing the ceiling limits higher, trying to pull
and claw the sky closer. That I live in a street in a suburb of
this city where you cannot smell salt air and be greeted
timely by the soothing Southerly. Which may not roll out this
far inland to temper and clear the hot breath of humidity.
You cannot glimpse ocean views and that brilliant ocean
blue, where the sun rises and welcomes the new day. Where
you may find sand on the bus seats, see seagulls fussing,
rosellas, black cockatoos gliding. I don't see the colours of the
birds of paradise here.
Here the grass overgrows the footpath making it appear
crooked towards the vanishing point. The green grass
creeping up, reclaiming the path. The small pocket park
where the council lets the grass grow until it’s waist deep and
the park benches can barely be seen. The blonde brick sixpack flats weeping brown stains with the once fun composite
coloured staircases chipped like broken fingernails. The once
new lurid pink green blue falsetto marble cracked underfoot.
Pigeons that sit on my top floor sill scattering as I shut
the window to take wuthu. They flutter, hesitate, then return
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to their exact positions. I now live in a place where the sun
sets, the gift to the west in this limitless city.
The starkness of a white top pushes away all the grey, to
summon back the sunlight. His white thaub casts an inverted
shadow replacing it with a titanium white silhouette
contrasted against a stainless-steel sky. The glare diminishes
briefly with the glint of refracted light from a silver ring on his
right hand's pinkie finger. A watch with a leather strap on the
other, leather sandals, sunglasses positioned, and his short
walk to Friday prayers.
He will turn left on this street to go to the grand mosque
with tiled mosaics, a garden, palm trees, a fountain and high
ceilings. The minarets standing, the green dome waiting. I
will not turn left. I will walk the full length and breadth of this
street to be greeted by the train station at the end and then
onto an 8-carriage train to deliver me to my humble
mosque. Where there are hills to climb, stairs to negotiate
and children playing, some not so quietly, inside.
There is no place for me Fridays at the grand mosque
with the green dome. It does not wait for me and the two
minarets don't call me to Friday prayers. There is no space
for me, men only on Fridays. Only men may turn left toward
the mosque on my street today.
The train is slowing, gliding it rolls along, makes me
sleepy. I feel the weariness of the few hours’ sleep I gathered
together in the early dark hours of this day, Friday.
Now I am dressed all in black, black silk scarf, black
shining glossy Melissa slippers, black Le Spec sunglasses to
bide against the grey glare. A gold and turquoise ring upon
my right-hand ring finger. I have a black Nike bag with a Fluro
pink swoosh, black socks with little white love hearts
sprinkled on top, a present from my mother.
I will negotiate a path, longer further, to find the humble
back room with stairs to climb. Through inner-city streets I
will negotiate past male office workers that touch and push
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past my arms and graze over my breasts as they walk direct,
shoulders firm, lurid and leery. I will make wuthu again in
that humble mosque. To wash the journey from that window
sill to this staircase where I may find my corner of peace at
the top of the stairs. On a Friday afternoon. Where I will be
greeted in congregation to a place where I know there is a
space made for me.
Waiting for me.
That the women will part to welcome me with their
comforting controlled soft shoulders, so we may make our
time of reflection, our time offered up on Friday prayer to
find peace. Together on Friday in this other metallic grey
jungle of concrete render bitumen, the asphalt grey stone,
corrugated roofs, where the pigeons peck the ground. Where
the shadowless day isn’t from the congregating clouds, it’s
from the tall buildings that scratch and scrape at the clouds.
On Friday.

UNTOUCHABLE
N L Mansell
It was with the hot wind brushing against his face, that he
decided it was time. Grass crunching under foot, leaves
rustling with the strong smell of eucalypt, heat beating down
the sounds of far off traffic.
He stood on the fringe of the bush, dominating trees
ahead of him, yellowing paddock behind him. The sun was
glaring down, reflecting off rocks and ghostly gums, and he
began to push his way through the coarse undergrowth.
Branches lashed out, clawing at him, snagging his shirt on
their broken wood, as he struggled onwards, deeper into the
mess of shrubbery. He began to hurry, tripping through the
tangle of blackberry bushes and sharp grasses cutting at his
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exposed flesh, following the distant sounds of rushing water.
The heat was surrounding him, as pervading as the bushes
that pressed down on him, when finally, with a sharp gust of
wind, he broke through.
It was different than before. He climbed to a wet
boulder and gazed down at the river. It roared along, water
spraying his face. The last time had been quieter, the water
less grey, still on the surface, belying the current that hurtled
along over the rocky bed. Today the water dashed freely
against the sharp rocks, inviting him into their murky depths.
He closed his eyes, arms spread wide, and fell forward
into the raging current.
Birds had been chirping. He remembered how they had
caught his attention, how he ignored her calling his name. Or
had it been the sun, bright and gleaming that had bounced
off a stray piece of metal? It was something that had
distracted him, so that when that gusty breeze blew through,
he tumbled right off the boulder face, scraping his knee as he
fell onto the smaller rocks below. He’d called out to her,
climbing back up the big stone face, asking if she saw that,
how he’d been swept clean off, how cool that was. But there
was no answering call. When he reached the top and sat on
the wet stone, he looked around for her. But there was no
one. Ten minutes later he began to panic, crying that this
wasn’t fun anymore and he wanted to go home and she
better stop messing around right now or he’d just leave
without her. Why did they have to go to the river that day?
Why didn’t they just stay home?
He was flattened by the rushing water, lungs aching for
oxygen, seeing every time they’d come here together, like a
motion picture played against the coursing river.
The time they’d swung off the half dead branch into the
rippling pool below. The time they’d come in winter and
squealed as the freezing water splashed off the reeds and
soaked their shoes and socks.
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He smashed against the rocks, losing consciousness.
They used to come in the middle of the summer, when
the January sun was warm and they jumped playfully,
imagining the water to be their kingdom, the rocks their
castle. A slip or a skinned knee was nothing, because it was
school holidays, and Christmas was coming, and they were
alive and together and untouchable.

THROUGH A CHILD’S EYES
Jo Mularczyk
Jim sat on his balcony, cocooned in his ageing wooden
rocking chair. He leaned forward, willing his body weight to
propel the chair along its arc. Momentum was the key. What
would his students have thought if they could see him using
physics in this way?
His strength and body weight were not enough these
days to get any decent sort of motion going. The chair
returned to its preferred inert state. The truth was that inert
was also his preferred state. He cast his tired eyes around.
The washed out sky held just a memory of blue. His once
proud garden stood overgrown. The stone pathway that led
to his balcony seemed to regard him mockingly, daring him
to navigate its uneven surface. He used to go out walking
every morning until he had stumbled on the stones. Now it
was easier to stay on the balcony. Jim wasn’t sure when
“easier” had become his creed, but it was a good spot to
watch the world go by.
He heard the approaching footsteps of children on their
way home from school. He knew what they called him. “Old
Man Jim”. It used to bother him but now he admired their
honesty. As he craned his neck to see the road, Jim heard the
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chair groan under his shifting weight. ‘My thoughts exactly,’
he thought wryly.
Glancing up, he saw that it wasn’t school children he
had heard, just a small boy walking with his mother. The
mother stopped to answer her phone. She started
complaining about their train being late, about trackwork
interrupting their trip, about being herded onto a bus with
other passengers. Jim was so busy listening that he was
startled to see the small boy leaning on his gate. The boy was
trying to get a foothold when he noticed Jim and waved. Jim
waved back hesitantly.
Giving up on climbing the gate, the boy opened it and
walked up the path. Jim noticed with a pang how deftly the
boy mastered each step. ‘You’re Old Man Jim,’ the boy
announced. ‘That’s what they call me,’ Jim answered. He
cringed at how dry his voice sounded, like it had corroded
from disuse. ‘And what do they call you?’ ‘I’m Asher. What
are you doing?’ ‘Sitting … and watching,’ he answered.
‘Watching what?’ Asher asked, lifting an eyebrow. Jim
hesitated only a moment before spitting out the jarring truth.
‘Watching life.’ Asher laughed. ‘You don’t watch life. You live
it.’ Jim stared at the boy with a moment of awful clarity. ‘Are
you sad?’ Asher asked. Jim wasn’t sure what to say. He
wasn’t sure what he should say.
Before Jim had a chance to answer, Asher climbed the
stairs. He reached out to touch Jim’s chair. ‘Is that a real
rocking chair?’ he asked. Jim nodded. ‘Cool!’ Asher turned to
look at Jim’s yard. ‘Wow! I love your garden. Ours is so neat.
But yours looks wild like a forest.’
The boy’s random observation roused a memory of
seeing the world through the eyes of his students, the
everyday tinged with wonder. Jim smiled slowly, the
movement felt alien but he let muscle memory take over.
Asher continued his happy patter. ‘Mum and I got to ride on
a train and a bus today. It was so cool!’ Jim looked up and
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saw Asher’s Mum standing at the gate listening. In her eyes
Jim saw the same awakening he felt. And just a hint of
shame.
Asher saw where Jim was looking and turned to face his
mother. ‘I was just telling Jim about our amazing day.’
Asher’s mother nodded. ‘You’re right, it was amazing.’ Asher
smirked at Jim, ‘I told you.’ Jim smiled more easily this time.
‘The train was so fast. It was high velocipy.’ Asher asserted
proudly. ‘Velocity.’ Jim corrected automatically and he was
surprised when he continued speaking. ‘I have a book about
velocity. It has some great pictures of cars and trains.’
‘Can I see Jim’s book Mum?’ Asher asked. Asher’s mum
looked towards Jim who nodded. ‘Maybe tomorrow,’ she
answered. Content, Asher launched down the stairs. ‘Cool!
Gotta go Jim. I’m going home to play with my trains. See you
tomorrow.’
Jim watched the boy skip to his mother, hair bouncing.
He looked at his world, at Asher’s world. He thought about
life and how it was a collection of moments.
Jim leant back in his chair and then pushed forward. He
started to rock.

HOW DOES A NICE WARM DOONA SOUND?
Morag Sutton
She ran across while the light was still red and her heart
fluttered; a feeling that was so alien to her of late. A smile
played around her mouth and she thought about other things
that seemed so distant from the here and now. Was she
becoming inured to life as it played out for her lately, or
could she step through her situation and find herself in
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another world? She mouthed the phrase, ‘I am Elaine,’
before trying it out again on her tongue – one day she might
even hold her face and do a scream Edvard Munch style –
that would make the locals stare. It had been so long since
she’d felt a sense of self, a connection. Her thoughts were
still swirling but she found some comfort in them.
Elaine shifted her heavy backpack – it pressed on her
spine as she walked along despite her endless moving of it.
She thought of her gap year travelling here and there at
her whim, and meeting so many people at the youth hostels
where she’d stayed and the restaurants where she had
worked.
She'd found it exciting to speak the languages she'd
studied before travelling, and she had picked up a few words
in each of the countries she’d visited and could welcome
people in so many languages. She was younger and healthier
then and had never imagined herself becoming what she had
once called a turtle – a person carrying all that they owned
on their back.
Elaine arrived early at the food cart where she had
become a regular. A volunteer was transferring food into the
bain-marie for service. She greeted Elaine with a nod and
said, ‘I'll be with you in a sec sweetheart.’ Elaine nodded and
walked to the back of the van to read the job ads board.
It was still there!
‘See anything you fancy?’ asked the volunteer.
‘I thought it would have gone by now,’ Elaine answered
in a shaky voice.
‘Take the card from the board and show me love,’ she
said as she started serving up a plate of food for Elaine.
Elaine took the meal and passed over the card.
‘This would be great for you love, it's a live-in job a few
miles out of town. The owners are a lovely couple. They get
quite a few overseas visitors staying, foreigners like.’
‘I can get by in a couple of languages and meet and
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greet in a few more ...’
‘You'd be ideal. Have you got a place for the night love?’
Elaine shook her head and said she would be okay – she
was used to it.
The volunteer hesitated for a moment then told her, ‘If
you can hang around till I'm finished you can stay at mine for
the night love and we'll ring them in the morning. I'll even
drive you out there and put in a good word for you.’ She
knew somehow that she wouldn't regret this spontaneous
offer.
Elaine just stood and stared at this woman whose name
she’d never spoken, though her ID badge proclaimed that she
was Rhonda.
She averted her gaze and said, ‘That would be amazing
Rhonda.’
Other people started arriving for their free feed and
gathered around in huddles; one stood alone with his dog.
Some scoffed their food and backed up for seconds – for
some it was their only meal of the day. Rhonda would give
them an extra scoop if they had a dog – she was good that
way.
Elaine walked around gathering the used plates and
cutlery. She was picturing her life changing before her eyes
and thinking about the old saying that many people were
only a few weeks away from homelessness or couch-surfing if
they lost their jobs. Elaine's slippery slope involved a toxic
relationship and a loss of confidence in her own abilities.
‘Come on love, we’ll get on our way now. How does a
hot shower and a nice warm doona sound?’
‘It sounds awesome Rhonda – and my name's Elaine.’
She helped Rhonda stack everything away. When they
pulled onto the road she said, ‘Don't get me wrong Rhonda
but I hope that was my last meal at the freebie van!’
Their eyes locked and they chuckled like kids on a
carousel.
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SECOND READING
Kirsten Oakley
It was the look that they gave her that changed everything.
Winnie had it starkly painted on her face. On Philippa, it was
magnified by her glasses. Jane beside her, smiling over her
wine. Yet it was still there, in the back of her eyes, just like
the others. Pity. It pervaded the room and left its bitter
aftertaste to ruin the evening.
Nadia supposed they had no idea what this book club
actually meant to her. No idea she planned the week around
this Thursday event. Thought about her outfit on Monday as
she dressed for work, careful not to soil something she might
want to wear later. Went grocery shopping on Tuesday for
ingredients that weren’t too difficult to devour whilst talking.
Wednesday, rehearsed clever comments for her captive
audience.
Nadia let them choose the book, always. The size helped
her to see how busy they were. A small classic if Jane’s
overscheduled children had too many commitments. Some
new chick-lit boiler if Winnie’s wedding planning was
becoming overwhelming. A Pulitzer prizewinner if Philippa
was on top of her work. Or perhaps if she was just showing
off. Nadia had serious doubts that Philippa was reading any
of them. She often wondered if her old friend might have
some PA or other minion reading them for her, or handing
Philippa research notes. Nadia didn’t mind. She fed Philippa
information about the characters when she faltered and
finished sentences for her when she started to make
mistakes.
Besides, Nadia was just happy to have this time to talk
about books. She’d become a librarian to do just this. To
discuss poignant themes and terrible endings and earnest
heroines and what were the authors thinking when they
wrote that? But these days the library was all computer
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bookings and superannuation seminars for baby boomers.
For Nadia, there was only this night.
Until that moment. It was such a simple thing that had
made it all unravel. An offhand remark after they struggled to
decide on a new title.
‘Perhaps we should forget the books for a while?’
Winnie had glibly suggested.
‘What? No!’ Nadia’s voice cracked as she uttered the
protest, her wine sloshing out of her glass and over her
pressed linen skirt. ‘It’s a book club. We can’t …’ Her mouth
shut as she registered their pity.
Nadia knew how they saw her. Philippa saw her lack of
ambition, existing in a powerless role in a stagnant
profession. Jane saw her childlessness, her claims that she
had no maternal instincts treated with tender disbelief.
Winnie saw her lack of partner, still bitter after her last lover
left seeking someone younger, more dynamic.
Nadia looked down, her outfit ruined as the liquid
seeped onto her thighs. She muttered about changing,
clumsily stood and marched into her bedroom. She yanked
the skirt off and donned old tracksuit pants that still sported
remnants from last night’s dinner.
She stomped into the kitchen, grabbed the carefully
arranged smoked salmon and dumped it into the rubbish bin.
Opening her fridge, Nadia chose a new offering. An old hunk
of cheese. Some salsa remnants. Half an onion, not cut.
An open loaf of bread. She stormed back and served it with a
cocked eyebrow.
Then she attacked. ‘You haven’t read this one at all,
have you?’ she said, glaring at Philippa, who shrank back.
They were silent in response, frozen in amazement. The
outburst was a stark contrast to Nadia’s usual astute musings
and clever literary quips.
Jane broke the ice, ‘Sweetie, I’ve only been skimming
the synopsis for years.’ She smiled at Nadia and tried to
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tackle the onion with the cheese knife. The guilty look on
Winnie’s face behind her revealed a third culprit. ‘But when
you discuss them, Nads,’ Jane’s gentle voice went on, ‘I feel
like I have read them. Like I’ve found time to fit it in.’
They nodded in agreement, fidgeting as they waited for
their friend to react. Nadia paused as her world shifted
slightly. Had she ever really known what these women were
thinking?
‘Not one of you?’ Nadia whispered hoarsely. They
looked down, absorbed in their hands, or the meticulously
arranged furniture. ‘So you just choose books – ’
‘We wished we had time for,’ finished Philippa.
As Nadia waited, they gradually met her gaze. Philippa,
with her lipstick smudged from too many rushed meals at her
desk. Jane, with her dark circles from worrying about
homework and bedtimes. Winnie, clutching her phone so she
could endlessly check her texts. The world finished shifting
and came to a steady stop.
‘Don’t worry,’ Nadia said brightly, ‘I have just the book.
Breakfast at Tiffany’s. Great character. You’ll love …’ she
broke off as she crossed her legs and relaxed into the chair,
‘hearing all about her.’

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
Arna Radovich
I leave the house at 5.00am. No one says goodbye. No one
says good luck. No one remembers my exam. As the train
pulls out of Emu Plains, I open the The Golden Age, by Joan
London, try to calm my raging fear, meditate on her words.
“She lay down in the grass and the moon went higher. The stars
tumbled across the black bowl of the sky and the grasses rustled
around her. She heard the shiftings of tiny creatures in the earth
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and the drone of midges. Everything was in motion. Minute by
minute the backyard was reverting to wildness. She felt she was
lying on the heart of a great animal. It was asking for her trust. All
12
she could do was trust.”

No one describes their backyard like that where I come
from. No one really wants to hear about our backyards
either. There’s a bizarre belief that our lives are lived bluntly,
that we have no need of such beautiful words, that our
concerns are not worthy.
Dad’s a plumber, but he hasn’t worked since the car
accident. Mum works at Aldi. My brothers are both tradies.
It’s what they do to survive—not who they are. Where I live,
there’s no literary history. No academic parents. No lawyers
or doctors or CEOs. No one checking my self-esteem on a
daily basis.
There’s a lot more I could tell you, if you care to listen.
Somewhere under the cigarette butts and drought-bleached
plains, butterflies sleep.
Who do you think you are? In the library, I scour the
author biographies in the literary journals, looking for clues,
looking for someone like me.
I go to university, the first in my family, and I take nothing
for granted. Every new idea is like a hit of pure adrenaline
and I’m addicted. I learn What is literature? I learn
romanticism and realism, modernism and post-modernism
and all the other -isms that will never be discussed around
our dinner table. The wider world is illuminated through the
books I read. I travel to Turkey and Russia, England and
Ireland, China and India. I immerse myself in the lives of
Ottomans and Communists, shepherds and slaves, sailors and
singers.
12

From The Golden Age by Joan London
Copyright © Joan London 2014
Reprinted by permission of Penguin Random House Australia Pty Ltd
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This is how I find myself on a cold concrete bench outside the
uni, on a blustery Sydney day, guts churning. Who do you
think you are screaming like slash metal through my Westie
head. How can you possibly be a writer?
Write what you know my lecturer says—but will anyone
want to read what I know?
I’m pondering this when an old guy shuffles up, asks to
share my bench. He peers at me. ‘You okay?’
I stutter through chattering teeth, ‘I’m waiting. Waiting to
do an exam.’
‘What’ya studying?’
‘I want to be a writer.’ Somehow it’s okay to tell my secret
to this unknown homeless man. Sick with the possibility of
failure, perspective nowhere in sight, I’m off, giving him an
ear-full, spilling my anxiety to the worried brown face of a
kind stranger.
He offers me a drink, his bottle tucked up warmly in a
plastic bag.
‘Why is this exam so important?’ he asks. ‘It’s only one
small moment in a whole lifetime. And if you don’t pass,
can’t you just try again?’
Can’t I just try again? A simple question. Of course I can. I
can try and try and never give up, because in the world of
fortune-cookie philosophy it is only when you give up that
you fail.
He reaches out and pats my arm, ‘They’re not going to
take you out the back and shoot you for failing—are they?’
I sit with that thought before asking, ‘What about you?’
As I listen to his story, my fear drains away. His honesty is
painful, but it strikes me that despite what has happened in
his life – he knows exactly who he is.
The exam supervisor is suddenly calling us in. ‘It’ll be okay,
you know,’ the old guy says.
‘Thank you!’ I head over towards the entrance, bent
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double against the vicious wind, but all I feel is the warmth of
his words.
My hand blurs across the page—the regurgitated words of
others fall from my head faster than I can write them. And at
the end, we stand and troupe out in silence from the exam
room.
Outside the light is fading and the purple sky smells like
rain.
The concrete bench is empty. My heart slumps. I want to
tell him that one day, I will write his story—with my own
words.
But he is gone.

HOOK, LINE, & SINKER
Shivani Anora N
dear god,
you're becoming a cuss word & i don't know
if you've heard but he's rattling the gates of heaven
alive.
he says he's wasting his time; the day will arrive
when the same string of pearls that sew orion's belt
will fashion itself to adorn his neck – alnilam drawing out
his pulse from his wasted existence, atoms colliding with
beauty
in their movements to form a speck a light year away.
dear god,
he has a tattoo of Peter Pan inside the hollow of his wrist,
& leaves open his window because he seems to think
that it would help Peter to find him.
he believes that we are a collection of the same atoms of
stars
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Peter lives on, that neverland is a compilation of lost boys'
souls
you've drawn him from & that earth is no barrier
from keeping his head in the clouds.
dear god,
this week i've seen many shooting stars & i don't know if
you're weeping,
but those clouds are seeping down to his bloodshot eyes,
fireworks blazing through dark night skies like it's midnight all
the time
but dear god,
the hunter, orion, just found the horizon in his eyes,
& you just hid behind the new moon.
dear god,
it's the dead of the night & the kill of life
is left behind – a light year away
but dear god,
i am a light year away; his unholy ghost
has found a home in my body; the flowers in my heart, soggy,
from the downpour in my mind making it hard to find
the ground & my roots that tie me to you.
dear god,
they say that "idle hands do the devil's work"
but he resides inside me
& is it true that we are made of stardust –
is it true that you've let a part of heaven brush us?
is it true that passion is another trap to ignite our bones
so the cosmos within our veins catches fire
& that we must adapt so our constraints can retire;
is it true that evolution is real?
is it true that hell is the furnace of passion & that these
stardust atoms
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can fashion themselves to the devil's ordeal?
dear god,
he believed that Peter was his angel
but Peter was cain & he was abel
& you didn't know that they were broken
so dear god,
i leave the window open.

A RAVEN SONG: Belinda Curby
Raven dancing under a leaking tap
drinking like it was the last drop.
Cooling his body in the heat as he
sings his songs
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BEAUFORT HOUSE
Samantha See
Frankie had always longed to go inside the rundown
Queenslander that stood on the corner of Birchgrove Road
and Norton Street. Outwardly the house was nothing special.
It had a white weatherboard exterior turned cream with age,
a rusty tin roof sporting the damage of summer storms and a
bowed veranda.
As a teenager, Frankie had tried to explain to her
mother that the house seemed to howl at her and summon
within her a thumping pulse that spoke to her soul and made
her insides feel as if they were being squeezed tight.
Frankie’s dreams of exploring the house had consistently
been squashed by the fear injected into her by her parents.
The dilapidated house was probably no more than a shelter
for the town’s junkies, a graveyard for dirty needles and
broken beer bottles, or a canvas for delinquents to practise
their graffiti tag before they scrawled it somewhere public,
they told her.
Over the years, while the wild call that resonated from
the house hadn’t ceased, Frankie seemed to be able to
suppress the burning desire that the house sparked within
her, instead taking to drawing little sketches in a black
moleskin journal she had bought specifically for that
purpose. The little sketches documented any change to the
structure as it shifted through time and season.
Gradually, as Frankie grew the number of sketches
declined, much like the health of the Queenslander, but she
still kept the moleskin in her glove box just in case the
occasion arose that she could steal a few minutes to park
under the blue gums on Birchgrove Road and quench, just a
little, the thirst that seemed to be constantly at the back of
her throat.
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It had been three months since Frankie had last indulged in
capturing a snapshot of the Queenslander; she was aching to
see its shadow loom over the bitumen on a summer
afternoon. Frankie knew that, if she timed it right, she could
duck past after work and catch the blazing, burnt sun
illuminating the house just before it vanished behind the
horizon.
As Frankie pulled into Birchgrove Road the warm
anticipation within her turned into a chill of panic. Towering
steel fences surrounded the Queenslander, sealing in its
voice and charm. Tied to the fence was a stark, white
laminated sign: Demolition Notice. Those two words sent a
twisting stab of nauseating sadness to the pit of Frankie’s
stomach.
As the seconds melted into minutes that sadness soon
shifted into a burning ambition that moved from Frankie’s
stomach and into her heart. She had decided. She was finally
going to see inside the house that had made itself such a
momentous part of her life before it was too late. She ran
back to her car and grabbed her sketchbook and pen. Digging
around on the floor of the backseat she found the torch her
boyfriend had insisted she have just in case. Just in case
what? Frankie had a feeling this wasn’t what he meant.
Taking a deep breath that swelled her stomach, Frankie
waited patiently for the sun to creep those last few
millimetres down below the earth before she set off with a
perpetual motion that spurred tingling excitement and rising
fear within her.
The climb over the fence was conquered with a difficulty
that was surprisingly minimal and adrenaline seemed to have
made Frankie’s feet light as she danced over the rickety
veranda silently. Nearing the entry, Frankie noticed a copper
plaque, turned green with age, which read Beaufort House.
Frankie scrawled the name into her notebook and prepared
to push open the door. She made a silent wish, that she
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would finally be able to remedy the curiosity that had filled
her life for so long.
Age meant that the door moved with ease. Frankie
clicked on her torch and walked down the hallway into the
belly of the house, floorboards wheezing and creaking as she
went. The walls seemed to have their own heaving breath.
The interior was not beautiful: a rusty refrigerator lay
splayed in the corner, broken tiles scattered on the floor,
chipped walls, thick dust and cobwebs. Frankie stepped out
of the hallway and into what was shaped like a family room
when a glint of colour caught her eye amongst the bleak
dust.
Sitting on the mantel of an old ashy fireplace, was an oil
painting that captured with remarkable likeness features that
Frankie knew all too well. Her heart felt like it had stopped
dead in her chest, like her world had begun to crash down
around her like the ruins of this taunting house, for within
the oil painting she saw her very own eyes staring back at
her.

SCENTS OF HOME
TigerSpirit
I often dream of one day moving far away from this place,
weary of the hot Australian summers. I dream of
experiencing my first snow fall, and the feel of walking on a
ground blanketed in white. With the hot sun constantly
taking my breath away, I want to feel what it’s like to be so
cold that I’m warm. Every year, I dream of escape.
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But then autumn comes along, and with it come all the
scents that I love so much. Gum trees perfume the air with a
strong whiff of eucalyptus, and as the nights cool down, the
dew from the grass rises up to meet that eucalyptus and the
nose that receives it sends the mind into a spinning
delight with the essence that is this great southern land.
The aroma gifted by the Forest Red Gum that dominate
this area, mingles with that of the Ironbark in the swampy
grounds and White Feather Honey myrtle. Dancing in
amongst these fragrances, like fairies to tickle the senses, are
the roses that dot the terrain.
The landscape itself is Parramatta Park, a place where I
come to hide away from the civilisation that surrounds and
overbears. A place where I don’t have to see the towering
buildings less than a mile away, or hear the cacophony of
cars, buses and trains as they all compete for the human
tread: the people that are driven to survive in a world of
commercialism, unable to see the nearby beauty in this local
patch of sanity.
As I wander through the park, blanketed by all these
Australian scents that I know and love so well, I question
myself. Do I really want to leave all of this? Wherever I
choose to go, will this bouquet of aromas follow me there?
Could I enjoy the delightful smell of eucalyptus if I wake
up in Canada? Will the honey myrtle bring a memory of
home one afternoon in Germany? Even if these plants could
be found somewhere overseas, could I receive the orchestral
scent of delight from any other place on this planet?
By my sense of smell alone, I feel chained to this land
where I was born. The one thing I love the most about it, I
could never take with me.
So although I constantly dream one day of escape, even
if I’m ever successful, I know I’ll be back, because these are
the scents of my home, and in these scents, my heart
belongs.
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THEY, I, US: Zena Maghchouch—‘Dissociative identity disorder is the concept
I have chosen to explore. Due to its symptoms being highly exaggerated and
inaccurately portrayed in media avenues, its victims can feel stigmatised.
I did not want to decorate or glamourize this mental health issue, but rather
manifest a raw illustration of its sufferers and their suffering.’

ZW17 fragments :

I am the broken down
house; I wanna breed
Frenoodleugs; she is
the axis, anchoring
everything to her
orbit; I ran from your
truth; she wore thick
fluffy jumpers; from
sternum to stale
clitoris; unapologetic
and boastful; I’ve
abandoned the novel;
blindly delivering with
a smile; I imagine the
sickle-shaped gleam;
just keep wobbling
why don’t you; a
meaningless hairline
scar; holding your
cheeks in place; sit
your skinny little arse
down ...
SEAGULL ON LAMP at Coogee Beach: C.A. Broadribb

… one person says the pills got her; only men may turn left; I know too
much; don’t touch the link box; it was high velocipy; he has a tattoo of Peter
Pan; alive and together and untouchable; fingers flicking through our phones;
the world finished shifting; the floorboards wheezing; a nice warm doona; warmth
of his words; anomalies often display leadership impulses; the stories you long discarded; gum trees perfume the air; so said the particle physicist …
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